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RC365 Holding Plc 

(“RC365” or the “Company”) 

Multiple Awards Received  

 

RC365 Holding Plc (“RC365”), a company focusing on payment gateway solutions and IT support and 
security services is pleased to announce its subsidiary, Regal Crown Technology Limited, has been 
awarded the ‘Fellowship and Honorary Awards’ by the Social Enterprise Research Academy. The 
Fellowship and Honorary Awards are designed to acknowledge influential leaders who have made 
outstanding environmental, social and economic contributions to the society. 

In recent months, Regal Crown Technology Limited has also received the ‘Most Valuable Companies 
in Hong Kong’ 2022 Award by the Hong Kong Commercial Times and the ‘Most Innovative Managed 
IT and Fintech Consultants’ by the Mediazone Group as well as being recognised by the CORPHUB as 
being one of ‘Hong Kong’s Most Outstanding Leaders’. 

The Hong Kong Commercial Times Business Awards, aim to recognise and promote outstanding 
Information and Communications Technology (“ICT”) inventions and applications, thereby 
encouraging innovation and excellence among Hong Kong’s ICT talent and enterprises in their constant 
pursuit of creative and better solutions to meet business and social needs. Similarly, the Mediazone 
Group awards are designed to bringing global attention to local and foreign, best-achieving 
corporations and pioneers in Hong Kong. 

Chi Kit Law (Michael), Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer, said: 

“We are incredibly honoured to be the winner of these awards and this is an indication of the excellent 
progress we have made over the last 12 months. During this time we have successfully become a public 
company and continued to invest in the growth of the Company and the development of our team and 
these awards are a testament to the dedication and expertise of our staff and quality of our services.” 

“I would like to thank all our employees for their continued hard work and dedication in helping us to 
achieve this vision and we look forward to what the future holds for RC365.” 
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